
1- If the sore throat and ear pain are taking ___ to heal, you should get examined by your health care provider.
   a) as long      b) the longest    c) longer than    d) as long as    e) too long

2- It is important to read books ___.
   a) that have good plots    b) to have good plots    c) have good plots    d) which has good plots    e) whom have good plots

3- Many people believe that football stadiums ___ safer places for families to go if strict measures ___ to solve the problem of football hooliganism.
   a) had been / would be taken    b) were to be / are taken    c) have been / could be taken
   d) should be / will be taken    e) would be / were taken

4- She described her new house ___ it were a palace.
   a) even if    b) in case    c) as if    d) because    e) whether

5- World is getting smaller and dirtier day by day. ___ this, we are hopeful about future, because new generation is aware of that problem.
   a) Because    b) Despite the fact that    c) For    d) In spite of    e) Since

6- I had ___ pain in my ankle last night, but now I don’t have ___ problems with it.
   a) a few / a lot of    b) some / any    c) many / some    d) much / a few    e) a little / much

7- The world ___ a lot since the days we were children.
   a) will change    b) should change    c) had changed    d) is changing    e) has changed

8- As soon as he ___, tell him that I want to see him.
   a) arrived    b) is arriving    c) arrives    d) will arrive    e) arrive

9- In the end, she ___ her son from being a drug addict, but she really had to sacrifice a lot of her own life to do so.
   a) would rather save    b) ought to save    c) is supposed to save    d) was able to save    e) used to save

10- Why the people in this region aren’t satisfied with social services relates to ___ ours is a welfare state or not.
    a) whether or not    b) how    c) what    d) that    e) whether

11- At airports, when you have luggage over 25 kilos, you have to pay for ___ baggage.
    a) less    b) exact    c) optimal    d) expose    e) excess

12- Capital punishment is now being executed in very few countries for people who ___ a crime.
    a) threatened    b) punished    c) abolished    d) committed    e) suspended

13- Prof. Carter talks so fast that we all have to take notes very ___.
    a) quickly    b) easily    c) slowly    d) extremely    e) confidently

14- Leonardo da Vinci was the ___ who painted the famous Mona Lisa.
    a) architect    b) artist    c) composer    d) sculptor    e) designer
After the death of my best friend’s parents, her grandparents took her on a big farm.

The giant Andean system, (16) is the longest mountain chain in the world, stretches along the entire western side of South America, (17) of about 8,900 kilometres. In elevation it (18) only by the Himalayas in central Asia. The tallest peak is Mount Aconcagua, with a height of 6,959 metres. Located on the border (19) Chile and Argentina, Aconcagua is the highest mountain in the Western Hemisphere. The width of the Andean chain is about 320 kilometres or less, except in Bolivia, where it (20) to about 640 kilometres.


I go to a (21) school, so I don’t live with my parents during the term-time. What I like is being with my friends all the time. (22) we’re working or just chatting, it’s great to know that there’s always someone there. There’s also a lot of freedom. I don’t have to tell my parents (23) I’m going and who I’m going with. Normally Monday is my favourite day because I only have two lessons on Monday, but I’m having (24) day today because I have homework (25) every one of my teachers, and I have to do it now.


E. 31. – 35. sorularda, verilen cümle uygun şekilde tamamlayan ifadeyi bulunuz.

My brother was very surprised ----.

English is important in Hong Kong for written and printed communication, ----.

English is important in Hong Kong for written and printed communication, ----.
Women tend to choose fields of study like education, English, psychology, biology and art history.

a) if women had lower salaries, less laboratory space and fewer resources
b) although women comprise 43 per cent of the workforce, but only 23 per cent of scientists and engineers
c) since many experts who study male/female differences provide strong support for this idea
d) because there are so few women in the fields of mathematics and physical sciences

a) I shall do my best to persuade him
b) This won’t be one of my best books
c) He still hasn’t read the book
d) I wish you’d recommended the book to him
e) He thought the idea behind the book was brilliant

Because there were no seats left on the flight.

a) It had often been ignored by drivers
b) We were obliged to travel by train
c) It provides me with a higher salary
d) Buses are always available
e) I haven’t been able to use my credit card

The SAT is a 3-hour test of both verbal and mathematical abilities which is used as part of the process for evaluating applicants for admission to American universities. In 1995, the College Board, which administers the SAT, re-centered the scoring scale for the test. It did so by re-establishing the original average score of 500 on the 200-800 scale. The scale had not been adjusted since 1941, when it reflected the norm of some 10,000 students, frequently from public schools and applying to the nation’s most selective universities. Over the years, the average score had shifted below 500 as a larger number of students began taking the test, and verbal and maths scores had ceased to become comparable. Now the scores represent a more diverse university-bound population of about 2 million students.

36. The passage informs us that the SAT test........ .
   a) has ceased to be used by the nation’s most selective universities
   b) is one of the tests used to evaluate potential university students
   c) is the only criterion used for university acceptance in America
   d) can only be used to test either maths or language, but not both
   e) has recently evolved into a multi-million-dollar industry in the USA

37. It’s mentioned in the passage that ........ .
   a) formerly those who entered for the SAT were often from public schools
   b) the results of the SAT are no longer Important to students
   c) the SAT test has become much more difficult over the years
   d) the average score on the SAT has remained virtually unchanged since 1941
   e) no university applicant has ever got an SAT score of 800

38. The article tells us that the average score on the SAT .......... .
   a) rose dramatically in 1995 because of the number of students taking it
   b) can be either 200 or 800 in any given year
   c) was achieved by approximately 2 million students in 1995
   d) dropped a bit during the period from 1941 to 1995
   e) cannot be computed due to the large numbers used
New research suggests that among smokers who get lung cancer, women are nearly twice as likely as men to develop the most deadly form of the disease. Experts say that the British study represents the first time scientists have discovered a significant difference between the sexes in the risk of small-cell lung cancer. Virtually always caused by smoking, it is the hardest form of lung cancer to treat successfully. The study showed that women under 65 were 1.7 times more vulnerable than men to small-cell lung cancer, which spreads so rapidly that by the time it is diagnosed, it is usually too late to operate.

39- The most deadly form of lung cancer ........ .
   a) is more likely to develop in men than in women
   b) accounts for 17 percent of deaths among women under the age of 65
   c) is more common in Britain than anywhere else
   d) is caused by smoking in rare cases
   e) tends to spread too quickly to be treated by surgery

40- It has only recently been discovered that small-cell lung cancer ........ .
   a) also affects women as frequently as it does men
   b) can be successfully treated
   c) is the worst type of cancer
   d) is more common among women than among men
   e) can be diagnosed in earlier stages

41- It is stated in the passage that ........ .
   a) scientists are hopeful of finding a cure for small-cell lung cancer
   b) new research into cancer is good news for anyone suffering from the disease
   c) the chance of overcoming cancer is the lowest for patients with small-cell lung cancer
   d) British scientists were the first, to discover small-cell lung cancer
   e) small-cell lung cancer is diagnosed 1.7 times more effectively in women under 65

The worst hurricane in memory to hit the southeastern part of the North Carolina coast was Hurricane Hazel in 1954. This storm destroyed every building on three islands. Apparently, the disaster didn't occupy people's minds for long, as in the decades that followed, beach houses sprang up everywhere, most of which were built by people who had never experienced a major storm. By the time Hurricane Fran struck in 1996, so dense was the development that a storm weaker than Hazel inflicted much greater damage. A man who had lost his newly renovated beach front home commented that he had had no idea that a storm could simply sweep his house away.

42- After Hurricane Hazel hit the North Carolina coast in 1954, ...... .
   a) strict building codes made it impossible to build in coastal areas
   b) every building in North Carolina was destroyed
   c) people seemed to forget how bad the destruction had been
   d) the president declared a National Disaster
   e) Hurricane Fran followed soon after

43- It can be inferred from the passage that the beach houses built after 1954 were ........ .
   a) constructed by the native inhabitants of the area
   b) mostly built by newcomers to the area
   c) better built than the earlier ones
   d) mostly destroyed by Hurricane Hazel
   e) able to withstand more powerful storms due to new building technology

44- It is stated in the passage that compared to Hurricane Hazel, Hurricane Fran ........ .
   a) inflicted greater damage because it was a much stronger storm
   b) was responsible for more deaths because the area was more densely populated
c) was a weaker storm and so caused less damage
d) led to about the same amount of destruction
e) caused greater destruction even though it was a weaker storm

Mozart made his first visit to Prague with his wife Constance in 1787, staying with his friend and patron Count Thun. A year earlier, his opera The Marriage of Figaro, which had failed to please the opera snobs in Vienna, was given a marvelous reception in Prague. Encouraged by this, he chose to premiere his next opera, Don Giovanni, in Prague rather than in Vienna. He arrived with an incomplete score in hand, and finished it there, dedicating it to the 'good people of Prague'. Mozart's final visit to Prague took place in 1791, the year of his death. The climax of the stay was the premiere of Mozart's final opera, La Clemenza di Tito, according to legend, completed on the coach from Vienna to Prague.

45- We learn from the passage that The Marriage of Figaro ........... .
   a) was given its first ever performance in 1786, in Prague
   b) was more highly appreciated in Vienna than in Prague
   c) had obviously not been a success in Vienna
   d) was clearly the first opera that Mozart had ever written
   e) encouraged Mozart to write his next opera Don Giovanni

46- The passage tells us that Mozart ...... .
   a) gave the first performance of Don Giovanni in Prague
   b) wrote and performed two complete operas while in Prague
   c) only visited Prague twice, although he really liked the city
   d) died in 1791 while he was visiting Prague to see his opera
   e) moved from Vienna to Prague, where he was more appreciated

47- It is mentioned in the passage that La Clemenza di Tito ........ .
   a) was Mozart's least popular opera in Prague
   b) was based on a legend which Mozart had heard in Prague
   c) brought Mozart to Prague for a very short visit
   d) was given its final form in Prague
   e) was apparently unfinished when Mozart left Vienna

The term 'castle' is most commonly applied to the fortresses belonging to European kings or important nobles during the Middle Ages. The first of this type were built by the Normans in France, during the eleventh century. They were constructed of wood and consisted simply of a tower built on a mound and stood in a courtyard which was surrounded by a fence and a ditch. By the twelfth century, the wooden tower had given way to a stone one, containing living accommodation for the whole household, centered around the Great hall, and surrounded by a strong wall. As new methods of attack developed, the outer fortifications became more elaborate in order to withstand them.

48- We can conclude from the passage that ......... .
   A) a castle was a certain type of early defensive structure
   B) every noble in the Middle Ages had his own castle
   C) the first fortress was built in Europe in the Middle Ages
   D) the first castle built by the Normans remained inhabited for a century
   E) castles were used for defense, not as residences

49- The author makes it clear that in the 12th century, ......... .
   A) the Normans became less influential in Europe
   B) the towers were built of stone
   C) a castle consisted only of a tower
   D) a castle was still a residence only for the army
   E) castles were strong enough to repel any attack
We learn that castles became stronger and more defensive .......
A) as new and better construction methods were developed
B) as they began to accommodate larger populations
C) in reaction to the development of new military strategies
D) as more and more buildings were added for the increasing population
E) when stone and wood were used together as building materials
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